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Abstract 

There is a basic assumption that our current educational system is patterned after the 

industrial model of the 1950s and that this model of delivery is adequate to meet the 

needs of our all students. Within this context, knowledge is static and constant. Teachers 

become the keepers of that knowledge as it is maintained and contained behind closed 

doors and in between the solid walls of the classroom. However, since the dawn of the 

new millennium, our world has changed. The needs of our learners have changed, yet the 

structure within our classrooms has not. It is my belief that our education system must 

change if we are to help our students succeed within the complexity of the 21
st
 century 

world. This self-study is a chronicle of my personal transformation as I gain a greater 

understanding of how my own 21
st
 century learning differs from my learning in the past. 

As I examine my role as a 21
st
 century learner, it is my belief that I will gain a better 

understanding of how to support my students as I continue in the role of a 21
st
 century 

educator. Through the inclusion of my own narratives and personal reflections, through 

my consideration of various writings of current educational leaders, both online and 

offline, and through an analysis of my experiences in my role as an itinerant teacher of 

Educational Technology, it is my belief that I will gain a greater understanding of the 

shifts that are taking place within this new technology-enriched world. I hope that sharing 

my story will challenge other educators to follow a similar pathway: to consider the needs 

of their 21
st
 century learners, to take the time to reflect on their own values and beliefs, 

and to find the courage to join me as we learn together and from each other.   
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

With the development of 21
st
 century technologies, our students live and breathe 

in a world where the fury of a tsunami in Japan crashes into every news studio around the 

world, moments later, through live action camera feeds, Twitter posts, and YouTube 

videos. The world in which our students live is the world of digitization, the world where 

the only constant is change itself. Knowledge is literally at a student’s fingertips through 

a variety of mobile devices as varied as our students themselves. Yet in our current world 

of education, teaching methods are the same as those that have been used for generations 

without significant change.  

For several years now, I have struggled to determine how I can bridge the gap 

between the dynamic, vibrant, and changing environment in which my students thrive 

outside the classroom and the knowledge-based and often predictable world that exists 

between the walls of a traditional classroom. I have wondered how I could effectively 

teach my students within this collision zone of two radically different worlds. I have 

learned from experience that innovation alone is simply not enough to meet the needs of 

this generation and I have often wondered why that appears to be the case. 

Purpose of the Study 

Through self-study, I will attempt to chronicle my journey toward understanding 

who I am as an educator, as well as my role within the present teaching climate. I have 

chosen to examine my own practice and reflect on my personal beliefs as they impact my 

teaching. Throughout this paper, I will use the following guiding question as a framework 

for my inquiry: “How does my own understanding of the role of a 21
st
 century educator 

help me define my professional identity as a teacher in the 21
st
 century world?”  
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In chapter 1, I give the context for my self-study. Here, in the early stages of my 

learning, I will describe my growing discontent with the educational status-quo and 

identify events which propelled me into the turbulence of the techno-world in which we 

live and work. I am simply an observer at this point, not part of that world.  

In chapter 2, I will describe the events which led me to the world of academics. I 

determine that my path must take me into the realm of the teacher–practitioner–

researcher and, despite self-doubt and misgivings, I take a leap of faith into this realm. 

Chapter 3 will be a compilation of my own observations and reflections as I begin 

to understand who I truly am, as a person and as an educator. I begin to align my own 

beliefs with the traditional writings of other educational researchers. I begin to identify 

myself as a constructivist and use transformational theory as my theoretical framework. I 

seek to identify my core values and understand the impact those values have on my 

identity as a teacher. With the recognition that my actions give evidence to these values 

(Whitehead, 2012), I continue to seek an understanding of my current role in education. I 

determine that, in order for me to move forward personally and professionally, I have to 

seek an answer to the following question: “What does it mean for me if I identify myself 

as a 21
st
 century educator?” I recognize the need to commit to taking on the role of the 

researcher-practitioner and take the final step into that world.   

Chapter 4 will describe my research process and will articulate both my findings 

and the limitations of my research. Since the nature of my teaching assignment is unique, 

I determined that the structure of my research must also be unique. My research method 

was as follows: for a period of 1 week, I recorded all personal observations as I 

performed my duties as a technology coach within my board. I then used a research 
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journal to record my reflections based upon those observations once the week had been 

completed. I used references to traditional journal articles and books, as well as 

nontraditional sources of data such as blogs, wikis, twitterfeeds, and TED talks as I 

compared my views with those of current teacher–practitioner–researchers, whom I 

personally identify as leaders in 21
st
 century learning.   

Chapter 5 will bring me back to the beginning of my inquiry as I describe what I 

have learned about my personal identity and my place in the 21
st
 century world of 

education. In chapter 5, I will also identify steps for my continued professional learning.  

Ultimately, it is my hope that, through this written account of my quest for 

understanding, I will act as a model for other teachers, regardless of their level of 

experience. By telling my story, I hope to challenge readers to examine their own practice 

and find the courage to join their students in a new world of education where teachers and 

students learn together. 

The Early Years 

Let me begin by stating emphatically that I am not an inexperienced teacher. At 

this point in my career, I have had over 20 years of experience teaching in a traditional 

classroom. I have taught for 3 years within a private school setting, and have spent the 

remainder of my career within the public education system. I have brought my own 

experiences as a student of that public school system with me to my own teaching 

because I was born and raised in Ontario.   

I have learned over the bulk of these years in education that, while multiple 

changes have taken place within the structure of education in Ontario, attitudes toward 

teaching, as well as methods and classroom environments have remained substantially the 
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same. On the surface, teaching innovation appears to be limited to a few pockets of 

excellence. Oftentimes, innovative teachers, and I do count myself among them, are 

ineffective when it comes to influencing a permanent change within a school culture.       

Innovation is not a new concept for me. In fact, I have always taken a different 

path, both in my personal as well as professional life. Perhaps it was the influence of my 

parents who always expected me “to do the right thing,” even if that meant I stood alone 

for my convictions. Perhaps it was my vivid imagination that allowed me to view a 

situation from a variety of perspectives and determine my response. More often than not, 

that response would ultimately fulfill what I believed to be the greatest need.  In any case, 

my different perspective in my formative years often created situations where I felt 

isolated and alone. As a result, I became a type of chameleon, able to hide my insecurity 

and vulnerability behind a false face of confidence and a belief in my own judgment. I 

functioned very well in situations where I could do as I was told. I hated the insecurities 

that any kind of change inflicted upon me. “Just tell me what needs to be done and I’ll do 

it, no matter what” became my personal motto. No matter what—even if that meant 

personal sacrifice. 

Yet many changes occurred in education throughout my formative years. For 

example, when I was in grade 13, our class was the first to work through a semester 

system where a maximum of four different subjects could be studied at once and where a 

complete change of courses was implemented at the end of January. The shortening of 

our time within a course meant that our coursework was condensed; the same amount of 

work had to be completed but in half the time. In a sense, this better prepared me for my 

studies at the University of Guelph since each course there was only 13 weeks long. At 
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Guelph, students had the option of designing their own academic pathway and could be 

in class one semester and take the next one off without penalty of losing course credits. 

This was not the case at many other universities since concurrent studies or co-op 

programs were few and far between. Although I never took advantage of summer 

semesters, I had an appreciation for the flexibility that the university offered to their 

students.  I followed the traditional pathway and graduated four years after I started. 

Teachers’ college offered more changes both provincially and personally.  I attended 

Ottawa University’s Faculty of Education during one of those cyclical times when 

permanent teaching jobs were at a premium. Prior to this, graduates were required to earn 

the equivalent of 3 full years in a classroom and only had 5 years in which to gain those 

hours. Few were able to achieve that and graduates often waited years to gain enough 

teaching time in a classroom so that their permanent teaching certificate could be granted. 

Since teaching positions were difficult to acquire, the requirements for the granting of a 

permanent certificate were changed. Individual teachers’ colleges were disbanded and 

teacher education programs became part of Faculties of Education within Ontario 

universities.  

Beginning the year of my attendance, teachers’ college candidates were granted a 

permanent teaching certificate upon completion of their course. Unlike our predecessors, 

we did not have to prove our merit as teachers. I was fortunate enough to be hired for my 

first teaching job before I had even finished my year in teachers’ college. I looked 

forward to having my own class where I could begin to shape a new identity as the 

teacher I believed I should be. After many years of study, I thought I was fully prepared 

to start my career as a teacher. I was ready and willing to present myself as a creative, 
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caring teacher who only wanted the best for her students and demanded nothing less in 

return. I was full of fresh ideas and I had an enthusiasm for learning and a burning desire 

to bring my own perspective to the classroom. I believed that I didn’t have to follow the 

directions of anyone but myself and operate under the guidelines of the Ministry of 

Education. I looked forward to my own classroom where I would set the standards and 

where I would be in control. My first year was a challenge as I put theory into practice in 

order to deal with several special needs students in a combined grade 2/3 class. It was 

during my second year of teaching that my idealism came to a screeching halt, as 

illustrated in the following reflection. 

————— 

Early in my second year, perhaps late October or early November, I was 

unexpectedly called into the principal’s office. I remember that horrible sinking feeling in 

the pit of my stomach as he explained that he had concerns regarding the unstructured 

nature of my teaching methods. My classroom did not fit with the standard practice of the 

other teachers in the school and parents were beginning to wonder if I knew anything at 

all about real teaching. He explained that I didn’t have my students “do drills.” I didn’t 

create weekly spelling lists of words for students to memorize. The list went on and on. 

His plan for my remediation was simple. I was to have a more experienced teacher friend 

of his spend several days in my room, observing everything I did: teaching a lesson, 

handing out seatwork, interacting with students. She would offer her expertise built from 

years of experience and I would implement all of her suggestions, effective immediately. 

I left his office feeling humiliated and defeated. I was inexperienced and insecure enough 

to believe that he knew best and that if he said I was doing my job incorrectly, then that 
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must be true. I truly thought I had no choice but to become the person (and the teacher) 

he expected me to be.   

My visitor came as mandated. She spent 3 full days at the back of my room, 

writing copious notes to help me better understand what a good teacher needed to do. She 

instilled in me the belief that a good teacher maintained the strictest control of the 

classroom and always did what was expected and demanded of her, regardless of whether 

or not she personally agreed with those demands. So I set my ideals aside. I learned to 

write in straight lines on the blackboard. My students once again sat in rows and were 

placed in reading groups based on their abilities (great readers, good readers, struggling 

readers, and poor readers). I provided bell work and drill pages for Math and I taught 

from approved textbooks. More than that, I learned to push my own beliefs about 

teaching aside. I went home each day with a heavy heart as the mask of the perfect 

teacher slipped into place. 

————— 

I remained at that school for the balance of that year and all of the next. March 

Break of my second year, I was married. By the end of the third year, my teaching 

patterns were set but I wasn’t happy. It was a profound relief to me when personal 

circumstances dictated my exit from formalized classroom teaching at the end of June 

that year. I stepped away from full time teaching, in favour of raising my own family. I 

was fortunate enough stay at home as a full time parent until all three of my children 

were enrolled in the local public school. The plan was always that I would return to the 

classroom eventually. Once my youngest was in school half time, I began the transition 

back into-full time teaching again.   
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Even though I had been away from formalized teaching, I had still managed to 

spend some limited time as a supply teacher. I was confident that, with my “teacher self” 

in place, my transition back to the classroom would be an easy process. I knew what was 

required of a traditional teacher. I knew what was expected of me as “Mrs. B, the 

elementary teacher.” I hadn’t totally left the classroom and, based on my supply teacher 

experiences, I believed I had a grasp of the current trends in education. I was determined 

that I would meet all the criteria for an exceptional teacher this second time around. I 

believed that the traditions of teaching would anchor me for the remainder of my career.  

I was wrong. 

Upon my return to teaching, I found that the classroom environment and the 

climate of education had irrevocably changed. The new world of the Internet had arrived 

and my classroom environment included personal computers for use by teachers and 

students alike. I was horrified! How could this be? Nowhere in my understanding of my 

“teacher-self” was there room for this kind of change. How could I have missed this? 

What was this Internet? Did my principal truly expect me to use a computer with my 

students? Computers! In the classroom! I wondered how I would cope! The game had 

changed and I no longer knew the rules. I couldn’t maintain my mask if I didn’t know 

what was expected of me. My controlled, outward self was crumbling.   

So was my inner self. My inner insecurities and fears threatened to bubble up to 

the surface and I was terrified of showing how I really felt. I had learned, also through 

my first experience in a principal’s office, that teachers were not allowed to have 

emotions or, rather, good teachers did not allow their personal feelings to cloud their 

judgment or impact their classroom decisions. I had tried so hard to suppress my feelings 
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because that’s what real teachers did. Real teachers were logical and controlled. Real 

teachers taught subjects. Real teachers were confident in their own abilities. I struggled to 

keep my teacher mask in place as I was overwhelmed with memories of my grade 12 

experience with computers, as described below. 

————— 

Grade 12 was a challenging year for me. I loved being in high school and, 

although I had very few close friends, I enjoyed school academics and gained satisfaction 

from achieving excellent marks. The quirky sense of humour which I displayed often as a 

child in family gatherings had developed into a unique ability to look at situations from a 

totally different perspective. I found that, quite often, my peers did not understand or 

appreciate my unique outlook and very few individuals took the time to try to understand. 

But, at the same, I was smart and that made all the difference. Although I was not rich or 

popular or athletic or slim or beautiful, I was smart. I discovered that people tended to 

overlook your character flaws if you were thought to be intelligent. People were more 

forgiving if you were smart so I worked hard to maintain that appearance.  

My self-esteem soared with my high grades-until I took Grade 12 Math. What a 

nightmare! For the first time in my life, I struggled academically. In horror, I watched as 

my marks plummet from the first test onward and my public identity began to crumble. I 

worked harder and harder. I spent hours each night, completing all the homework, only to 

spend most of the class time correcting my errors. I studied and studied for tests, only to 

fall further and further behind. I asked questions in class, only to be reminded by my 

Math teacher, that the solutions were obvious and that even the dumbest student should 

be able to understand what he was talking about. Eventually I quit asking. I went so far as 
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to make a friendship agreement with a friend, who struggled as much in French as I did in 

Math.  We agreed that I would tutor her in French and she would tutor me in Math. The 

end result-her marks soared-mine did not. By the middle of the 3rd term, I had begun to 

lose hope that I would ever pass. I feared that if the knowledge that I failed the course 

ever hit the general high school population, people would no longer think I was smart and 

without my intelligence, I had nothing. What would I do then? 

At this point, my friend asked me to go with her to Waterloo University for a 

“fun” day in which to play with computer programming. Waterloo had a solid reputation 

as the only university to attend if you wanted to study Math in any capacity and she was 

eager to investigate her possibilities. Because she was hesitant to go alone, and because I 

refused to accept what seemed to be a logical conclusion that I was stupid in Math, I 

agreed to go.   

I remember arriving at the University and the sheer vastness of the  buildings was 

overwhelming. I felt so small and insignificant. I remember going  on a tour of the wing 

where the computers were housed. Huge machines stood row after row, behind vast walls 

of glass; wonders of engineering and technology hidden away in climate-controlled 

vaults.  I remember sitting a sterile classroom and being ”taught” how to create lines and 

lines of commands which were then translated into long punch cards which were then fed 

into a machine which somehow took those holes and partial holes and created printed rows 

of mathematical formulas. If you were correct, the printed lines made sense. If you were 

not correct, the machine spewed forth your stack of cards in a wild flurry of rejection. 

I spent the day picking up cards. 

 ————— 
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A computerized world greeted me upon my return to teaching. My former fears of 

failure came back to haunt me. How was I ever going to meet the new expectations 

placed on me? How would I ever be able to fool parents into believing I was a great 

teacher if I didn’t know how to use a computer? How could I use a computer if I wasn’t 

smart enough to understand one? It soon became obvious to me that I needed help but I 

wasn’t about to be honest and admit that I didn’t know where to turn. 

Once again, I was called into the principal’s office. Naturally, I believed it was 

because he had noticed a deficiency in my teaching and I thought that I was in trouble 

once again. However, in sharp contrast with my previous principal, my new principal 

explained that he wanted to encourage me to take on a new challenge. He welcomed 

innovation in teaching and wanted me to understand that he believed computers would 

give teachers the opportunity to provide a different, yet valuable, experience to their 

students. He also explained that he thought I might need some help with computers 

because I was coming back into teaching. He wanted to make sure I had the background 

knowledge he thought I needed. He arranged for me to spend time with a staff member 

who had an understanding of computers and curriculum integration. This young woman 

spent time with me, allowed me to ask questions, was patient and nonjudgmental and 

encouraged me. We learned side by side. Together, we both developed a greater 

understanding of computers. She showed me how to help my students learn through the 

use of technology and she demonstrated respect for each learner, including me. I began to 

adapt. I began to implement subtle changes to routine and, on occasion, even allowed my 

students to sit in groups once again. As I gained the courage to slowly implement simple 

changes to my practice, I found that I could let the professional mask slip occasionally. 
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When I released personal control and listened to my students, all of us were happier and 

our days seemed to run more smoothly. I covered more of the curriculum and felt that my 

students were truly beginning to learn. I no longer feared the computer but welcomed it 

as a tool for learning and looked for more and more ways to integrate its use into my 

lessons.   

The classroom environment was not the only thing that had changed during my 

motherhood sabbatical. The curriculum had changed too. A new Common Curriculum 

had replaced individual thematic units for each grade. As I coped with the advancement 

of computer technology, I also began to understand the goals of the Common Curriculum 

with its expectation-based mandate. Shortly thereafter, standardized testing was 

introduced through EQAO testing and exemplar tasks for each grade suggested the need 

for curriculum integration between subjects. By the end of my first year back teaching 

full time, I had regained some sense of professional identity. I felt comfortable enough to 

adapt my teaching and tried my best to learn as much as I could about computers and 

about curriculum. I knew I had proved I could take time off and still be an effective 

member of the teaching profession. I had proved I possessed the skills needed to adapt. 

Once again I felt I was smart. Once again I believed I had value, not because of who I 

was, but because of what I could do.   
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CHAPTER TWO: A GROWING DISCONTENT 

 I was busy. There was no doubt about it. Over the next 15 years, I was a full-time 

parent to my children. I was a full-time classroom teacher. I wrote curriculum units. I 

wrote revised curriculum documents as the standards changed. I took the first two 

Additional Qualifications courses for integrating computers in the classroom and I began 

to look for ways to bring more technology into my teaching. I believed that the computer 

could be used effectively to help students who had learning difficulties and attention 

issues. I piloted the use of software programs with my students. I used the computer and 

computer graphics as much as I could for my own lesson design. I started to provide my 

students with unique learning experiences that incorporated the use of computers and 

computer technology.  As the capabilities of the Internet changed, I adapted its usage in 

my classroom and sought online resources that I could share with my students. I 

participated in the development of the Ministry of Education’s Curriculum Unit Planner 

so I would be able to act as a resource for other teachers.  I remember one of our planning 

sessions where I actually wondered out loud if, in the future, a website could be created at 

the Ministry level where Curriculum units could be hosted and shared with other 

educators from all over the world. The response was a puzzled “perhaps.” I thought it 

strange at the time that others didn’t seem to share my enthusiasm, vision, or excitement 

for the possibilities of province-wide collaboration via the Internet.  From my 

perspective, that seemed to be the logical next step.   

I attended as many workshops as I could. I tried to keep current with the new 

additions to the technology world and bought magazines to see what the newest and latest 

products were. I considered how I could adapt them to provide unique learning 
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opportunities for my students, should I ever be able to bring those gadgets into my 

classroom. After more than 10 years of work with classroom computers, I completed the 

final Additional Qualifications course and attained my Specialist Certificate for the 

Integration of Information and Computer Integration in Instruction. I was proud of my 

accomplishments and was eager to bring to my school the same level of collaboration I 

had experienced with my classmates during our online course.   

I believed in the use of computer technology and proceeded to devote more time 

and energy to providing rich experiences for my students. However, in my school 

environment, I found that I stood alone. It was a challenge to find anyone who agreed 

with my views or embraced technology as a tool like I did. Because of my interest and 

surprising success with computer integration, I started attending Educational Computing 

Organization of Ontario (ECOO) conferences in order to learn more about the availability 

of software programs designed to meet the needs of my students. I was encouraged to see 

that this was an environment where creativity was celebrated. Classroom innovation was 

being championed by educators from all over Ontario. I saw a SmartBoard in action one 

year and imagined the many ways I could use one in my classroom. I saw its infinite 

potential for learning and believed that this technology was the way of the future in 

education. I vowed to do everything in my power to put this new technology into the 

hands of my students. I came back from the conference, eager to share what I had 

learned, only to be met with total apathy by my colleagues. When I shared my ideas with 

my administrator, a discussion regarding budget constraints ensued. For 2 years, I carried 

around the business card for the SmartBoard supplier in the hope that someone might 

sponsor the purchase of one. Finally an opportunity arose.   
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At one of our staff meetings, my administrator casually mentioned that our board 

was inviting applications for funding to implement new computer technologies. This was 

the opportunity I was waiting for. After the meeting, I asked him for the details. Although 

the time frame for submitting the proposal was extremely tight, I quickly wrote a 

proposal to ask for money to purchase a SmartBoard and projector system for my 

classroom. I was told right from the start that there was very little chance that my 

proposal would be chosen, and that I would be lucky to even get a letter acknowledging 

my submission. At the end of the month, to my delight, I found out that mine was one of 

five proposals accepted that year and the only one to be awarded at the Elementary level. 

The following September, a mounted SmartBoard and portable projector awaited students 

in my classroom and revolutionized my teaching. The more my students and I used the 

SmartBoard, the more the technology embedded itself into the learning environment of 

my classroom. As I changed classrooms and teaching assignments within the school, the 

SmartBoard and projector came with me. Since I determined never to teach without one 

again, I remained at the school despite hints from parents and administrators that I should 

move on.  

Yet in the midst of these attempts at innovation, I felt helpless and alone. No one 

understood the technology. No one understood me. I felt like I was working extremely 

hard but I was becoming more and more discouraged in my role as teacher. I tried to 

teach in the traditional manner that was expected of me but found it increasingly difficult 

since I no longer believed this was the role that I should play. I found that when I 

followed my heart and planned for students according to what I believed they needed, my 

students seemed to be happy and discipline issues almost resolved themselves. However, 
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the moment I did what I thought was expected of me, either by administrators, parents or 

colleagues, rather than follow my heart and do what I believed to be best for my 

classroom, my students showed signs of being anxious and discontent. Time after time, 

my personal outlook and my innovative approach conflicted with the standard perception 

of what a classroom looked like and what a teacher did within that classroom. Trivial 

issues escalated into full-blown incidents and, on a number of occasions, resulted in long 

meetings with parents, administrators, and even superintendants. I felt vulnerable, 

emotionally scarred, and angry. I became more and more withdrawn both professionally 

and personally. I rarely shared my teaching successes or failures with my colleagues and 

certainly didn’t talk about school when I was home. Parker Palmer (1998), in his book 

The Courage to Teach, aptly describes my situation as follows: 

To reduce our vulnerability, we disconnect from students, from subjects, and even 

from ourselves. We build a wall between inner truth and outer performance, and 

we play-act the teacher’s part. Our words, spoken at remove from our hearts, 

become “the balloon speech in cartoons,” and we become caricatures of 

ourselves. We distance ourselves from students and subject to minimize the 

danger- forgetting that distance makes life more dangerous still by isolating the 

self. (p. 17) 

The more I tried to distance myself from my students, the more my discontent 

grew.  Finally, I determined that, at least with my students, I would try to be myself. I 

began to allow my students to see a glimpse of who I was inside. I provided lessons that 

were challenging yet interesting. I provided opportunities for my students to practice their 

skills from a variety of subjects through integrated activities. I wanted my students to 
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make connections between social studies, science, language, math, and the arts and, at the 

same time, relate their studies to their lives outside of school. Technology integration 

allowed me to demonstrate my creativity and allowed me to bring the outside world into 

the classroom. Through the efforts of two of my colleagues within the school board, I 

began to overcome the challenges of using videoconferencing equipment in my 

classroom. Through the use of the internet and webcams, my students were able to have 

meaningful, live conversations with astronauts, scientists, and researchers. They wrote 

and shared stories with other students who were kilometers away. They emailed authors 

and submitted online science journal entries. On one occasion, they even watched a space 

shuttle launch in real time and experienced for themselves the shock and disappointment 

felt by all the NASA engineers when the launch was cancelled within seconds of the 

rockets firing.   

Yet, no matter what I did, my efforts were not always met with the same amount 

of enthusiasm I presented. I still had students who told me that school was boring and 

that the best part of their day was recess. I thought it was the personal attitude of my 

students toward their learning that was at fault and I set out to change that. I felt it was 

my responsibility to change their attitudes. I felt compelled to do more, to again play the 

actor and become the entertainer to keep my students engaged. I looked for ways to 

challenge myself professionally. I accepted a change in grade levels and moved to grade 3. 

I immersed myself in the review of the primary curriculum expectations and spent 

countless hours at night immersed in marking and writing new assignments. I sought 

recognition from my profession as I presented and co-presented at provincial 

conferences. I remember being at a computer conference where, in a keynote address, the 
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speaker remarked that many of our students were preparing for jobs that hadn’t even been 

created yet. I don’t remember the speaker. I simply remember the statement and my 

overwhelming feeling of inadequacy. I felt discouraged. I felt ineffective and I believed I 

was letting my students down. I wanted someone to listen to me, to understand my ideas 

regarding effective education, the needs of my students, and the integration of 

technology. Thinking that if I changed schools, I might have a better chance of being 

appreciated, I applied to several jobs only to be devastated when I was turned down after 

each interview. Eventually, I believed that the only way I could gain credibility and earn 

the right to be heard within my board was to go back to school myself to earn a Master of 

Education degree. I rationalized that if I had the academic credentials, people would have 

to listen to what I had to say.   

I began to investigate various Masters’ programs, both online and through 

attendance at universities. I knew enough about myself as a learner to know that I would 

not get the satisfaction I wanted through participation in an online program. I also knew I 

could not afford to take time off work to complete this education so any program I would 

ultimately choose had to allow me to study part time while maintaining my full-time 

teaching assignment. I learned that several of my colleagues were involved in a local 

program through Brock University. Courses were offered over 4 weeks in the summer 

and alternate Saturdays throughout the fall, winter, and spring. The program was 

accelerated and only spanned 2 years. This seemed to be the solution. I knew the program 

would be challenging both mentally and financially. I had doubts that I would be able to 

handle the course load after being out of school for such a long time. I wondered about 

the financial burden I would be placing on myself since my husband was already semi-
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retired. I really doubted if I was smart enough to be able to handle the academic side.  

After many hours of anguished consideration of both pros and cons, I made my final 

decision. I applied and was accepted to the third Brantford cohort in the Master of 

Education program through Brock University. There was no turning back. Secure in the 

knowledge that I would have a credible voice upon completion of the program, I waited 

for the program to be offered in Brantford. Once again I had fallen back on my need to 

appear “smart” to gain a sense of my own self-worth. Once again I had turned to a 

situation where I could gain success by fulfilling the expectations put upon me by 

completing my courses.   

The week before I began my first course with Brock, I was at a crossroads in my 

professional career. I was looking forward to beginning the challenge of completing two 

courses within a month but I was feeling extremely defeated and unhappy with my 

teaching performance. What had started as a small opportunity to videoconference 

weekly with a professor from Western University had grown into an all-consuming 

inquiry that eroded our formalized classroom organization. Our schedule, with its 

predetermined times for specific subjects such as Math and Language, melted away. 

Instead, these times were combined into large time blocks where students were reading 

each others’ notes and discussing scientific principles. Students worked together to gather 

and analyze experimental data. Creative Writing shifted to the completion of nonfiction 

reports and procedural writing, jot notes, observational diagrams, and the formulation of 

scientific questions which were emailed to our science mentor prior to our weekly Skype 

sessions. Our short-term 3 week commitment stretched from March Break right up to the 

last full week of classes in June. Yet despite the incredible learning that was taking place 
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and the incredible engagement of my students, I was furious with myself. Why? The 

deadline for submission of my term reports to my vice-principal had passed and mine 

were not done. I had not completed my reports as was expected of me. My self-esteem 

was at an all-time low.   

Something else weighed heavily on my mind that last week of school. Earlier in 

the year, our board had contracted with a professional group to take a look at the use of 

computer technology within our schools and, as a result of that report, had adopted a 5-

year plan for implementing technology integration board-wide. Millions of dollars 

annually were being earmarked for the project. More importantly, a job posting had  

appeared for two newly created positions: Itinerant Teacher of Educational Technology— 

one position each for Elementary and Secondary. This was the job I had been dreaming 

about. In fact, I had jokingly advocated for such a position several times in conversations 

with my superintendant. As I tried to write my final report cards, I struggled with the 

decision whether or not to apply for the job, as described in the following reflection. 

————— 

It was Thursday night, about 9:00 p.m., and I was trying to finish my Language 

comments for Term 3 of my report cards. I still had Math marks and comments to enter 

but I couldn’t seem to focus my attention on my writing. My thoughts kept turning 

toward the copy of the job posting that was tucked under the pile of student marks and 

my anecdotal notes from student conferences and oral presentations. I pulled the sheet out 

again and stared at the requirements listed. Who was I kidding? Yes, I was familiar with 

the integration of technology. Yes, I had my computer specialist and I certainly met the 

minimum requirements for years of teaching experience—and then some. Did I really 
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have a chance for an interview? If I did apply, who might my competition be? I knew of 

at least one other person from the board whom I believed would also apply and I 

immediately began to compare my qualifications with his. Was I better than him? Did I 

have more computer knowledge? Absolutely not. Would anyone want to hire me?   

After all, I had applied for a board level position twice already and had been 

turned down. I had applied for three teaching positions elsewhere and hadn’t even been 

granted an interview for the one. For the other two, I had been told that my qualifications 

did not meet their needs. Should I risk rejection again? Did I really want the hassle of 

preparing for yet another interview, only to be told that I wasn’t good enough again? Was 

I prepared to leave the familiar environment of my school?     

Yet, on the other hand, I knew that I wanted that job. I believed I could do it well. 

I had been dreaming about a job like that for the last five years.  Could I live with the 

regret if I didn’t apply? Should I allow my fears and insecurities to immobilize me once 

again? My thoughts began to shift once again. I was creative. I was innovative. I certainly 

knew how to integrate technology and the curriculum. I believed that technology could be 

used to engage students. What did I have to lose? I reasoned that if I was willing to start a 

Master’s program at my age and in the last stages of my career, I certainly had the 

determination and drive needed to take one final risk. I set aside my writing and pulled 

my application together.  

  Just before 1:00 a.m., I had finally finished all the revisions needed to my  resume 

and had gathered the required documents. After a brief pause, I hit the “send” button and 

submitted my documents online. I went back to the report card program, only to discover 

that the program had been shut down. I was locked out and my reports were incomplete.  
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A panicked voice inside my head shrieked “What have you done!?” Knowing that I 

would have to admit my failure to my vice-principal the next morning and wondering 

how I was going to fix this catastrophic error in judgment, I headed off to bed.  I slept 

very little that night. 

————— 

The world did not fall apart as a result of my actions. I admitted failure to the 

vice-principal. A simple phone call to IT unlocked the program. I completed my reports 

and they went home with students, as scheduled, at the end of the day. The following 

Monday, I received a phone call from Human Resources with a date and time for an 

interview. Later that week, I said a final farewell to my students and began to prepare 

myself mentally for the summer’s challenges.   
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CHAPTER THREE: WOULD THE “REAL” NORMA PLEASE STAND UP? 

“Knowledge is important, but only if we’re being kind and gentle with ourselves 

as we work to discover who we are. Wholeheartedness is as much about embracing our 

tenderness and vulnerability as it is about developing knowledge and claiming power” 

(Brown, 2010a, p. xi). 

Summer 2010 marked a new beginning for me in many ways. My decision to look 

at Educational Enquiry as an area of formalized study stemmed from my personal belief 

that I was stagnant in my profession. I was not content to do things the way I had always 

done them and, even with the integration of technology, I was still using the same 

teaching methods that I had always used. For me, this was no longer good enough. I 

hoped that, by learning the practical theory of gathering information through formalized 

research methods, which I expected I would be taught, I would be better equipped to 

interpret the data I was being asked constantly to collect. I also believed that if I could 

only find out what my students needed, I could find a way to adapt my teaching to meet 

those needs. I was determined to learn everything I could about educational research and 

I was determined to excel again academically. I wanted to feel smart again. I wanted to 

be valued by others in my board. I wanted to find a place to belong among individuals 

who shared my hunger for knowledge. From the first class forward, it became evident to 

me that I had so much to learn—about myself as a person, and about myself as an 

educator. I had no idea that the subject I would end up researching would be me!   

The first day of our course was challenging, to say the least. I felt overwhelmed 

and somewhat lost when I was asked to place myself on the continuum between the 

transmissional, transactional, and transformational positions. I didn’t even know what 
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those terms meant and had never given much thought about my personal philosophies of 

education or my role as an educator. To further propel me out of my comfort zone, an 

interview for the Itinerant Technology position had been scheduled for the second day of 

my course. With great apprehension, I approached my instructor that first day to ask for 

permission to leave during the next day’s class. I was extremely anxious since, in my 

mind, good students didn’t skip out of class no matter what the reason. Once again I was 

allowing my own perceived expectations to dictate my actions. However, this time, I 

refused to allow my insecurities to prevent me from taking a personal risk. I needn’t have 

worried. My professor quickly agreed to my absence and even wished me success with 

the job search. I felt so relieved. With the blessing of my professor, buoyed by the 

encouragement of my new classmates, and excited about the prospects of a chance to 

head in a new direction professionally, I entered the interview confidently the next day.  

For the first time in my life, I felt completely at ease as I shared my philosophy of 

technology integration with the four interviewers. I spoke passionately about my beliefs 

with respect to technology and learning. I allowed my “life-affirming energy” 

(Whitehead, 2008) to show through.  For the first time in my professional career, I had 

the confidence to align my beliefs with my professional appearance. Within 48 hours, I 

was notified that I had the job. As I completed two courses that summer, I looked forward 

to the beginning of a new phase in my teaching career. With the existence of a totally 

new coaching role as of that September, and secure in the knowledge that the committee 

obviously had liked me, for myself, the conditions for my personal transformation had 

been put in place.   

My path to personal transformation was, and continues to be, an ongoing 
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challenge. With each Master’s course, I began to realize more and more that my role as 

an educator was directly related to my identity as a person.  Brookfield (as cited by 

Tennant, 2005) states:   

Analyzing our autobiographies as learners has implications for how we 

teach…the insights and meanings we draw from these deep experiences are likely 

to have a profound and long lasting influence. …We may think we are teaching 

according to a widely accepted curricular or pedagogic model, only to find, on 

reflection, that the foundations of our practice have been laid in our 

autobiographies as learners. (p. 109) 

Palmer (1998) states that we teach who we are (p. 2). By taking the time to remember my 

stories—times when I found that my professional and private selves collided—and reflect 

on those experiences, through the lens of the researcher, I began to see the events from a 

different perspective. Instead of looking from the inside toward the event, critical 

reflection allowed me to look from the outside. I also realized that I had hidden my true 

identity for so long that I hardly knew who I was anymore. I was a perfect example of the 

“living contradiction” as defined by Whitehead (2008) in that I recognized a need to live 

my life according to the values that defined my sense of “self,” yet I refused to accept and 

embrace those values. At the same time, I recognized that the only person I could change 

was me. I came to the conclusion that if I wanted to change my practice, I needed to 

spend some time in determining who exactly I was. I needed to conduct research on 

myself, for myself. In essence, I needed to conduct a self-study. For the next year, I 

determined to do just that.   
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What follows in this chapter outlines the processes by which I have determined 

who I believed myself to be at this point in my experience. For purposes of clarity within 

this paper, I will be using the following dictionary definition when I refer to the “self”: 

“the uniting principle, as a soul, underlying all subjective experience” (“Self,” 2012, para. 

4). When I refer to my “self-study,” I am choosing to align my purposes with Bullough 

and Pinnegar (2001) who have stated that the “aim of self-study research is to provoke, 

challenge, and illuminate rather than confirm and settle” (p. 20). Although I refuse to 

assign a label to myself and declare that I belong to one philosophical camp as opposed to 

another, there are some beliefs which I hold more tightly than others.   

Firstly, I believe in the constructivist approach to learning. This approach, as 

explained by Sprague and Dede (1999), holds to the belief that “students learn by taking 

in information from the world and constructing their own meaning from the experience” 

(p. 7). In this type of environment, teachers and students work and learn together. 

Personally, I have never been comfortable as “the sage on the stage” and have always 

preferred to have my students as participants in the learning process. To me, the 

professional relationship I have with my students is vital to their learning. By following 

the constructivist approach in the classroom, I value my students as an integral part of 

learning and I believe that mere memorization of facts does not constitute true learning. 

As a constructivist teacher, I strive to offer my students a variety of opportunities that 

will allow them to develop critical thinking skills, apply their knowledge and reflect on 

the process of their own learning. I provide guidance and offer constructive feedback in a 

timely fashion. My emphasis is on the process of learning, and not necessarily the 

student’s finished product. Again, according to Sprague and Dede,  
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Constructivist teachers organize information around conceptual clusters of 

problems and questions as opposed to facts in isolation. Activities should be 

authentic (tasks should be relevant or of emerging relevance to students). Such 

activities are often problem-based rather than drill-and-practice. Instead of 

concentrating on knowledge acquisition, problem-based activities allow students 

to develop a deeper understanding of the knowledge domain. (pp. 7-8) 

Our recent Ontario Ministry of Education (2010) policy document Growing Success 

reflects this same concept of the teacher as facilitator when it states that “Teachers create 

environments in which all students feel valued and confident and have the courage to take 

risks and make mistakes” (p. 8). The document goes on to say that within this 

environment, “teachers show students that they care about them, and model a love of 

learning that can deeply influence their lives” (pp. 8-9). This is exactly the type of 

classroom that I had tried unsuccessfully to establish during my second year of teaching. 

As I reflect on my past teaching experiences, I realize now that the times of greatest 

emotional turmoil came as a result of my choice to set aside my personal beliefs and hide 

behind the false mask of what I perceived was my professional self.    

Secondly, I strongly believe that certain events in my personal and professional 

lives have had a direct and profound impact on the person I am today and wholeheartedly 

embrace transformational theory as a framework for my beliefs. I know that each of us is 

the sum total of all of our experiences. However, I believe that I would not have had the 

courage to start the Master’s program, let alone actively pursue my new coaching within 

my board, if I had not experienced the “disorienting dilemma” as identified by Mezirow 

(1994).   
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Transformative learning, as defined by Mezirow (2003) is “learning that 

transforms problematic frames of reference—sets of fixed assumptions and expectations 

(habits of mind, meaning perspectives, mindsets)—to make them more inclusive, 

discriminating, open, reflective, and emotionally able to change” (p. 58). Kitchenham 

(2008), in his review of the development of Mezirow’s transformative learning, describes 

10 phases of Transformative Learning as follows: 

 Phase 1: A disorienting dilemma 

 Phase 2: A self-examination with feelings of guilt or shame 

 Phase 3: A critical assessment of epistemic, sociocultural, or psychic 

assumptions 

 Phase 4: Recognition that one’s discontent and the process of 

transformation are shared and that others have negotiated a similar change 

 Phase 5: Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and actions 

 Phase 6: Planning of a course of action 

 Phase 7: Acquisition of knowledge and skills for implementing one’s 

plans 

 Phase 8: Provisional trying of new roles 

 Phase 9: Building of competence and self-confidence in new roles and 

relationships 

 Phase 10: A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated 

by one’s perspectives. (p. 105) 

I believe that I would still be wearing the fake teacher mask if it weren’t for a seemingly 

benign conversation I had with one of my grade 3 students casually one day, which I 
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describe in the following section. 

————— 

It was my second year teaching grade 3. I had not asked for a grade change and, 

in fact, had only agreed out of a sense of loyalty to our new principal. When the original 

request to stay in the Primary division stretched into another year, I reluctantly agreed to 

stay in the same grade again. I was feeling discouraged in my teaching anyway, and I 

thought a second year in the grade would allow me to do a better job the second time 

around. I used that summer to better familiarize myself with the curriculum and further 

integrate the use of computer technologies, including my SmartBoard. I had been doing 

some reading on Gardner’s (2006) revised theory of multiple intelligences and theorized 

that if I could determine which of the intelligences each of my students used on a regular 

basis, I could design activities that would best suit their learning styles.   

At the beginning of September, I gave my students surveys I had modified from a 

variety of online and printed resources. An analysis of the data provided by my students 

gave me what I believed was a clear picture of how my students learned individually, as 

well as an overview of the class as a whole. I began to adjust my teaching methods, as 

well as the activities themselves, and was confident that I was doing everything I possibly 

could to maximize student learning in a manner that best fit their learning styles and 

needs.   

One morning, as classes were getting ready to go outside for our nutrition break, I 

was casually chatting with one of my more challenging students. I was well acquainted 

with his interests outside of the classroom since we spoke often. Because he rarely 

completed any written work, I looked forward to our conversations as a means of finding 
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clues to help me engage him in learning. This particular day, we were talking about what 

he liked best about school. I wanted honesty from him but I was totally unprepared for 

his answer. “You know,” he said, smiling. “My day ends at 8:45 when I arrive at school 

and begins again at 3:05 when I can go home again.” When I asked him why that was, he 

told me that he could use the computer whenever he wanted and that made the difference. 

Then he headed out for recess, leaving me in stunned silence. 

————— 

On the surface, the above may seem to be a flippant comment, one to be easily 

dismissed. However, for me, this statement acted as the final step into the world of the 

disorienting dilemma of Mezirow’s (2003) transformational theory. As I reflect upon my 

actions over the past few years, I can easily align them with the phases described by 

Kitchenham (2008).   

This statement by an 8-year old shattered the world as I knew it (Phase 1) and set 

events in motion that propelled me toward the world of the teacher-practitioner-

researcher. Up until this point in time, I believed that I was doing everything I could to 

engage my students. I was playing the role of the exemplary, caring teacher. After all, I 

had gone out of my way to find out how my students learned and I had made a point of 

changing my teaching methods to fit their needs. I had spent countless hours revising 

activities in order to make learning interesting and challenging. I had brought technology 

into the classroom and was spending personal time and money to get the technology to 

work. I was acting as an advocate on my students’ behalf so they could have classroom 

experiences that no other students in the entire school would have. I was writing pages 

and pages of anecdotal notes so I could let parents know exactly how their children were 
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meeting curriculum expectations and I was giving written feedback on a regular basis to 

each student so they would know exactly what they needed to do to improve. They just 

had to act on my suggestions. What more could I do? Yet the message I received from 

this young man told me I was simply not good enough. No matter what I did, no matter 

how I behaved, I was not good enough. My shock turned to anger and disbelief. Who did 

this child think he was to tell me, a competent, professional, hard-working adult that my 

efforts were not good enough? Obviously he was wrong! As the day went on, I thought 

more and more about his comment. As my personal discomfort grew, I began to rethink 

my role as a teacher. I began to look at my efforts more objectively. What if my student 

was right? What if I wasn’t providing him with an environment in which he could learn? 

What if my efforts were not good enough? What if the structure I was imposing was not 

the right way to reach him and other students like him? My personal discomfort changed 

to guilt (Phase 2). What if I was letting him down? Maybe his failure to learn was my 

fault? Could I honestly live with myself if that was true? By the end of the day, I had 

determined that if I needed to change, I was willing to do that. How could I expect my 

students to be the best they could be if I wasn’t the best I could be? I began my own 

journey toward transformation that day.   

Over the next few years, I began to re-examine my own personal beliefs and 

compare them to current trends in education (Phase 3). I had three basic assumptions that 

were being challenged: I assumed that I understood the needs of the current generation of 

learners with their instant and constant access to technology; I assumed that the learner 

had not changed; I assumed I was meeting the needs of every student. I experienced the 

shared discontent of other teachers within my school and within other educational forums 
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(Phase 4). Many of my colleagues placed the blame on the shoulders of students and 

parents with comments like “If only he/she listened more” or “If only the parents were 

more supportive of me.” Others, like me, were frustrated and felt at a loss as to what 

could be done. After all, we were all “working as hard as we could. What more could be 

expected of us?” I began to express my discontent and was offered advice by others who 

were also feeling disgruntled with the way things were in education, just like me. Some 

advised me to change schools. Others advised me to look for leadership opportunities 

within the board. I attended a 2-year leadership development program and even asked my 

superintendent if he believed I had the strength of personality and character to begin to 

pursue my principal’s qualifications (Phase 5).   

My course of action (Phase 6) was changed with my acceptance into the Master’s 

program and with my new job description as technology coach within my board. For the 

past 2 years, and as I move into my third year in the same role, I continue to acquire 

knowledge and skills with respect to how I learn and as to the needs of our 21
st
 century 

learners (Phase 7). With the rollout of each year in our technology plan, I continue to 

develop my new role (Phase 8) and establish /re-establish relationships with my 

colleagues as I provide technology support and professional development (Phase 9). As I 

reaffirm my commitment to remain true to myself and my core beliefs, I am finding that 

my confidence continues to grow (Phase 10). I am better able to maintain my new 

perspective, as long as I allow myself to be free of expectations, either by myself or 

others. 

Finally, I believe that I have value as a human being and that my individuality is 

what makes me unique. Although it seems superfluous to state the obvious, I need to 
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affirm that this has not always been the case. If I believe that I have a unique purpose and 

value as an individual, how can I know who I truly am? If I strip away all of my friends’, 

family’s, colleagues’, and even my own expectations, what remains?  If I determine that I 

must be maintain my personal integrity and be authentic, what does that mean? What 

values are at the heart of my actions?  In response to an assignment for Dr. Jackie 

DeLong, I determined that my core values are as follows: 

 I believe in personal honesty and integrity. 

 I believe that I need to demonstrate empathy and caring for others and that I need 

to recognize opportunities in which I can encourage and motivate others. 

 I believe that every individual should be given the chance to learn in a style that 

suits them best. 

 I believe in the right for individual voices to be heard and acknowledged 

respectfully. (Bingham, 2011,p. 13) 

When I refuse to acknowledge any or all of those beliefs, and choose to portray myself in 

a manner that does not affirm those beliefs, I am an imposter and I experience the painful 

“shame” of not being “good enough” (Brown, 2010a).  In a recent TED talk, Brown 

elaborates on her understanding of shame and states the following: “I experience guilt 

when I believe that I have made a mistake. I experience shame when I believe that I am 

mistake” (2012 Video file).  It is only as I have worked to complete this self-study that I 

have realized that the guilt I thought I was feeling in my classroom experiences was, in 

fact, shame. Each time I allowed the expectations of others to dictate my thoughts and 

actions, I failed to be authentic. I was just like everyone else. I subscribed to the belief 

that I was a mistake and that I had no value as an individual, that my ability to see things 
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in a different perspective was some kind of strange deviation and was not to be trusted. It 

was only as I prepared an autoethnography for one of my course assignments that I 

realized my decision to show my true self and embrace my uniqueness had actually 

occurred  prior to the start of my Master’s program and after the aforementioned incident 

with my grade 3 student.  

My initial act of courage was followed by 18 months of emotional anguish as I 

tried to accept myself for who I was. My first act of faith was when I chose to publicly 

show this person to the school community.  I began to “lean into the discomfort” (Brown, 

2010b) of demonstrating my faith in myself and in the learning process. I quote from my 

paper, dated August 8, 2010. 

The true test of the blending of professional and private selves began in 2005 and 

came to the forefront in 2007. Reed-Danahay (2002), when describing the 

direction in which autoethnography and qualitative research were heading, refers 

to the term “crisis” as “a turning point (p. 424). (p. 9)   

I like this description. It aptly describes the change in direction which I, as an educator, 

chose to take at that moment. Turning point: going from one direction and heading into 

another. That certainly described my situation that I reflect on below. 

————— 

It was just as report cards were set to go home for Term One when I received the 

diagnosis I had been afraid of. I was in the early stages of cancer and would require 

immediate surgery. I phoned my principal to explain the situation and after a few 

moments of stunned silence, she indicated that she would call me back once she had 

spoken with Human Resources. When she phoned back several hours later, she indicated 
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to me that I would be finished teaching the next day (Friday), the day that the report cards 

would be going home. She indicated that she would send a letter home, explaining to 

parents that I had a medical issue and would need to be out of the classroom for several 

weeks. I was uncomfortable with that scenario. True, I didn’t want to share my diagnosis 

(that was too private), but I believed that professionally I had to make myself available to 

parents to discuss any concerns they might have had regarding report cards. My 

professional self demanded it. Our compromise was that I would return to the school on 

Monday morning and spend the day in the Vice Principal’s office in order to meet with 

any parents or field their questions over the phone. I also had a few unfinished tasks that I 

believed I needed to complete with my students and I wanted them to have a chance to 

talk to me before I left.   

The surgery proceeded according to plan and I returned to the classroom at the 

beginning of February amid rumours of my “extended vacation.”  I chose not to share the 

real reason for my abrupt departure and since I was “cured,” what did it matter? I 

struggled for the next 18 months over whether or not I should explain to the school 

community the reason for my absence since rumours were still circulating over the reason 

for my absence. That didn’t surprise me since the same thing happened when my father 

passed away at the beginning of a previous school year. (I actually had a parent remark to 

me that it must have been lovely for me to take a 5-day vacation at the beginning of the 

school year. I didn’t correct her—my private self was not willing to share that kind of 

information.) I decided that I had to be true to my personal self and be honest and 

confident enough to let the community of parents know the person I truly was. After 

many agonizing hours I finally decided that I would conduct a fundraiser for the local 
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hospice and that I would raise funds to shave my head. I approached my principal and 

was given a rousing “Yes!!!” and explained my idea to my colleagues at a staff meeting.  

I invited them to join me in gathering pledges and shaving their heads too. This was not a 

new concept since one of the males on staff had done the same thing the year before—not 

for cancer, but because he boasted that he would shave his head if the school’s 

fundraising goal was met. No one offered to join me so at the November assembly, I 

gathered my courage and presented both my fundraising idea and the personal story 

behind it to the entire student population, including my students from that year. On the 

actual day of the event, my daughter shaved her head too, as a sign of her love and 

support, and the local barber, who had lost his wife to cancer the previous year, did the 

honours. Once my hair was gone, I had nothing to hide behind.  My true physical self was 

visible. 

————— 

That day, my professional self and my private self became one (Bingham, 2010). 
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CHAPTER FOUR: TEACHER-PRACTITIONER-RESEARCHER 

I find it appropriate to introduce chapter 4 with a citation from a paper that I had 

prepared during my course work for my Master’s program: 

I am here to learn, to grow, to develop as a person, not to be identified as a 

student number and have my accomplishments reduced to a grade on a course or 

on some paper which is read by a professor, evaluated by their standards and 

never looked at again. I am in this Master’s program because I believe that 

through my own growth and development as a researcher, educator, and learner, I 

can bring about some form of effective change for myself, my students, maybe 

my board, maybe education in general and I am idealistic enough to believe this is 

possible. (N. Bingham, 2011, personal communication) 

When I first considered application to the Master’s program, several individuals who 

were completing their final stages of study assured me that the work from each course 

would support the next. They also told me that all courses would dovetail into the final 

project or culminating essay. What they didn’t tell me was that much of the direction 

would need to come from within me.   

As I progressed through each course, I discovered that the assignments that 

frustrated me the most were the ones that were completely open-ended in terms of topic 

and focus. Even though I was determined to remain on the path to self-discovery through 

acceptance of the teacher-practitioner-researcher role, I was still trying to live according 

to the expectations of others, specifically those dictated by course outlines and 

assignment requirements.  I failed to understand that those expectations were ones I put 

on myself as I assumed another false identity—that of an academic. During class 
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discussions when those uncomfortable periods of silence occurred—those times when an 

answer was expected but no one was willing to speak up—I would volunteer a comment 

or ask a question in order to spark conversation.  I thought that was my role as a student. I 

became extremely frustrated when our professors allowed us to choose an article 

summary or when the topic for a major research paper was left open-ended enough for us 

to follow our own curiosity. I was still trying to live up to my expectations of what I 

believed an academic should be.   

The above quote from my personal journal describes the moment when I finally 

determined that I was going to follow my own path, the one I had chosen. At that 

moment, the pursuit of my Master’s degree changed from an external desire to complete 

a specific number of courses, with the end result being recognition from others, to an 

internal desire where program completion signified the achievement of my personal goal 

to finish what I had started. My academic self with its core values and passion for 

learning began to guide my research focus, in the same manner that my public and private 

selves had merged earlier. I became an educational researcher where my “living values 

were associated with hope for the future” and where my desire was to “improve practice 

and serve the public good” (Whitehead, 2012, Video file). Since the focus of my self-

study was to determine my place as a 21
st
 century educator, my first task was to clarify 

my own understanding of 21
st
 century learning. 

Defining 21
st
 Century Learning 

Much has been written and discussed regarding 21
st
 century learning and the 21

st
 

century learner. Solomon and Schrum (2007), in their book Web 2.0: New Tools, New 

Schools, indicate that the New Web or Web 2.0, its common name, “is all about the new 
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free tools such as blogs, wikis, photo and video sharing, and social networking” (p. 1). 

These authors ask the question, “What do [these tools] mean for education?” (p. 1) and 

express their beliefs that “these tools are changing how people, including our students, 

interact with the world” (p. 1). They also state that, as educators, “we need new strategies 

and new tools for teaching and learning” (p. 1).   

When I was required to use Solomon and Schrum’s (2007) book as a text for an 

online Additional Qualification’s course in the summer of 2008, the use of wikis and 

blogs were in their initial stages. Not much was said about the 21
st
 century learner except 

that their needs were different. Educators were beginning to recognize that something had 

radically changed in the learning process and acknowledged that technology had 

somehow played a role in the change but few educators, myself included, realized how 

quickly that gap would widen.  Karen Cator, Director of the Office of Educational 

Technology for the U.S. Department of Education, replied as follows when questioned 

about the differences between traditional and online learning: 

Right now classrooms are predominantly print-based environments with 

textbooks, teachers’ guides, assessment materials, and supplemental materials. 

And today, the available technology is often a shared resource. As we transition to 

a digital learning environment and each learner has his or her own device, we will 

be able to facilitate personalization, participation, interaction, and collaboration—

with people who might be right there in the classroom or people who might be 

across the world. (As cited in Scherer, 2011, p. 18)  

Rosen (2011) refers to current education as “teaching the i-generation” (pp. 10-11). In his 

words, “to members of the iGeneration, a phone is not a phone. It is a portable computer 
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that they use to tweet, surf the web, and, of course, text, text, text” (p. 13). He says that 

“the iGeneration is immersed in technology. Their tech world is open 24/7” (p. 15).  

Theirs is the world of learning anywhere, anytime, using any device and from anyone.  

Will Richardson (2011), one of the leading voices and advocates for collaboration 

among educators, describes in his TED talk the current “moment” in education as 

follows: 

It’s very different from the moment that most of us had when we were growing 

up.  We didn’t share this moment.  Our kids can learn pretty much whatever they 

want, whenever they want and it is a big shift that, I think, as educators, we have 

to understand. (Video file) 

Research Methodology 

 Gray (2009), in his book Doing Research in the Real World, states that qualitative 

research is “influenced by the kind of research paradigm adopted by the researcher” (p. 

167).  He also states that the “views and feelings of the researcher (including critical self-

reflections) themselves become part of the research data” (p. 168). As I considered my 

research methodology, I knew that I had to achieve a balance between my own self-study 

and the rigors of formalized research, including data collection and interpretation. If my 

focus shifted too far inwards, my self-study would be nothing better than an ego-centric 

account of my own personal musings. Yet I had to agree with Mooney (1957, as cited in 

Bullough & Pinnegar, 2001), who stated that “Research is a personal venture which, quite 

aside from its social benefits, is worth doing for its direct contribution to one’s own self-

realization” (p. 13). My challenge was to work within standard data collection methods 

while, at the same time, operate within the structure of my coaching role.   
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I have already mentioned that my current role is unique. My teaching designation 

is that of Itinerant Teacher of Educational Technology (Elementary). Although I have a 

counterpart in the Secondary Panel, I am the only Elementary “Ed Tech.” My job is to 

provide curriculum and technical support to Elementary teachers as our board moves 

forward with a technology initiative. I work with both adult learners and student learners 

but do not have a regular classroom of my own. I have no regular timetable, no set 

agendas for school visits with teachers and students, no prescribed list of topics for 

discussion. I meet each teacher where they are, both figuratively and literally, and support 

them any way I can with respect to the use of technology in their teaching and learning. 

Each day is different from start to finish.   

Although this flexibility provided me with countless numbers of unique learning 

opportunities, I perceived that this same flexibility excluded me from using many of the 

standard forms of research; for example, action research, where data are collected prior to 

and following after the implementation of a particular strategy, then coded and analyzed 

in order to gauge the overall impact of the intervention. The collection of observational 

data seemed to provide the solution I was looking for. 

Observational data, as defined by Gray (2009) is “primarily descriptive of 

settings, people, events and the meanings that participants ascribed to them” (p. 185). I 

determined that the collection of observational data would provide me with a starting 

point for my research. Two focus questions formed the basis for my research:   

1. What do I need to understand with respect to the integration of 21
st
 century 

 skills within the present educational system?   
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2. How do these new understandings help me determine my place, within the current 

educational world? 

I chose one week in which I recorded my observations through the use of a modified field 

journal since I was already accustomed to keeping a daily logbook. At the conclusion of 

the week, I completed critical reflections based on the observational data. As part of those 

reflections, I articulated general lessons I had learned with respect to technology 

integration. The data I collected, as well as my reflections regarding those data, provided 

me with some answers to my first research question. I then used a self-evaluation rubric, 

as designed by Nussbaum-Beach and Ritter-Hall (2012), to inform my practice as I 

sought some answers to my second research question.  

Self-Evaluation Rubric 

Nussbaum-Beach and Ritter-Hall (2012), in their book The Connected Educator, 

strongly advocate for the development of professional learning networks as well as 

participation in opportunities for global collaboration. They identify five new literacies 

that “individuals need to master to be productive citizens in the 21
st
 century” (p. 14).  

These literacies are as follows: 

1. Facilitate and inspire learning and creativity. 

2. Design and develop digital-age learning experiences and assessments. 

3. Model digital-age work and learning. 

4. Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility. 

5. Engage in professional growth and leadership.  

Nussbaum-Beach and Ritter-Hall provide a detailed description as well as practical 

examples of the application of the literacy within each category. They challenge their 
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readers to use the scoring guidelines they provide to determine an overall skill level for 

each section. More detail with respect to this rubric, as well as my composite score for 

each category, will be further outlined later in this chapter. 

Results 

My observational data were obtained during a week in which my schedule 

consisted of the following: 

Day 1: Monday 

Morning. Meeting with representatives from our IT dept, as well as other 

members of the Ed Tech team. The purpose of our meeting was to provide updates to all 

attendees regarding hardware upgrades, timing of scheduled maintenance, and reimaging 

of equipment, as well as continuing discussions regarding the merits of specific software 

applications. 

 Afternoon. Independent work to complete monthly reports to my supervisor, 

answer emails, prepare for upcoming school visits. 

Day 2: Tuesday 

 Morning. School visit: Teacher has indicated that there is an issue with the VGH 

cable going from the teacher netbook to the projector—technology troubleshooting 

required. 

 Afternoon. School visit: Return visit to provide curriculum support for teachers’ 

school-based TLCP (Teaching-Learning Critical Pathway) work. 

Day 3: Wednesday 

 Morning. EPSS (Elementary Program Support Staff) Meeting. 
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 Afternoon. School visit: Teacher request that I work with small group of 

Intermediate students to facilitate their learning of online resource: Bitstrips for Schools.   

Day 4: Thursday 

 Morning. School visit: Set up videoconferencing equipment and test connections 

prior to scheduled test call.  

 Afternoon. Work with Ed Tech team and eLearning team to create curriculum 

links for the draft “Protect and Respect” board document. 

Day 5: Friday 

 Morning. Meeting with teacher who is re-entering the classroom after a medical 

leave—include overview of initiative, tour of teacher netbook, overview of software 

including username/password combinations for purchased software. 

 Afternoon. School visit: Troubleshooting for difficulties with videoconferencing 

equipment as identified by onsite visit from Thursday; live test call with 

videoconferencing facilitators. 

Personal Observations and Reflections 

Monday Morning 

Today’s meeting with IT personnel and Ed Tech team members provided a lot of 

needed updates regarding hardware and software. We discussed the processes that will 

need to be put in place for hardware repairs and talked about the need for standard 

protocols for the process of repairs, including who would determine if a repair needed to 

be done, who would arrange for the repairs, and who would pay for the repairs. We 

discussed software updates, the schedule for equipment refresh, the expected release 
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dates for software upgrades and the tentative schedule for a reimage for Phase 1 teacher 

and student netbooks since some changes had been put in place for Phase 2. 

I am always amazed at how much work needs to be done behind the scenes and 

what an amazing group of individuals we have at the board who work tirelessly to 

provide working equipment for teachers and students. I was once again impressed with 

the complexity of the IT department who almost performs miracles to make sure that the 

initiative is successful while, at the same time, maintaining the high standard of service 

for the rest of the school. Too often, I think, we forget that the Ed Tech initiative is just 

one small piece of the other functionality of computers in the classroom.   

Monday Afternoon 

I worked by myself this afternoon. The surplus list came out and a large number 

of our Ed Tech teachers were listed. That means there will be a lot of movement again 

and changes in teaching placements will need to be tracked. As I worked on updating my 

spreadsheet data from our Master list, I couldn’t help but smile as I realized that my 

initial hatred of MS Excel was beginning to disappear. Last year at this time, I felt so 

incompetent and old because of those spreadsheets. I didn’t understand them. I couldn’t 

see a purpose in using them. This year, I not only could create them, but I could create 

them in the format I chose, rather than using a template created by someone else. Yes, 

even at my age, I could learn a new skill.   

Tuesday Morning 

This morning I visited a school in response to an email I had received regarding 

an issue with an AV cable. Although I had made several visits to the same school last 

year, this was my first for this year and I was working with a teacher new to the initiative. 
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I arrived in the classroom, chatted with the teacher, and as is so often the case, ended up 

correcting a number of small issues as well. During our time together, I ended up 

showing the teacher some little “tricks of the trade” regarding the use of the projector in 

the classroom. I ended up staying longer—at the teacher’s request—to provide moral 

support as she assessed some slideshow presentations. We had no glitches with the 

technology although I did provide some support in locating some updated student files. 

At the end of the time allotted for the presentations, the teacher remarked to me that 

showing her one little tip with the projector had “changed her life.”   

Tuesday Afternoon 

Oh dear, oh dear! When I left my first school of the day, I mistakenly headed to 

the wrong school for my afternoon visit. I was supposed to facilitate discussion during a 

divisional TLCP (Teaching Learning Critical Pathway). I didn’t realize my error until I 

actually set foot inside the wrong school. My first reaction was one of absolute panic. I 

knew this wasn’t where I was supposed to be. I couldn’t believe I had made such a grave 

error. I quickly opened up my computer to access the board internet and check my 

calendar. Horrors! There was no way that I could make it to the other school in time for 

the meeting. I fired off a couple of emails of apology and quickly phoned the school to 

have the secretary convey the message that I was not able to make the meeting and 

explained why. She assured me that she would pass the message along. I decided to head 

to another school in order to deliver some videoconferencing equipment since I had let 

that teacher know I would be dropping by either Tuesday or Wednesday anyway. I 

proceeded to the next school. I was pleased that I had chosen to do that since the teacher 

and I had a great conversation. I was able to better understand her goals with respect to 
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the videoconference, as well as have a chance to reconnect with a student from a different 

school as he was there for a visit that day. He appeared to be unmotivated and disengaged 

in his learning, despite the abundance of technology available to him. I appreciated his 

honesty and wondered to myself if he was that honest with his regular teacher. I hoped he 

was. 

Wednesday Morning 

This morning I participated in the regular Elementary Program Support Staff 

meeting (EPSS). Technically, I am not part of their support team. However, because I do 

support all of the Elementary Schools and my role and that of a literacy coach overlap, I 

do try to attend as many of their meetings as possible. I regularly give updates as to the 

status of the Ed Tech initiative, as well as support literacy coaches as they strive to model 

the use of technology as well. A couple of significant reminders were on the agenda that 

day. Deadlines for data entry for DRA, CASI, and OCR (all standardized reading 

assessments administered in our board twice a year by the classroom teacher) were 

mentioned as well as a reminder for the administration of EQAO tests for grades 3 and 6 

students. I was reminded again of the need for open communication between program 

staff. I need to be aware of the stress that teachers are experiencing as these deadlines 

loom. I need to be sensitive to that when I speak with school staff. I need to remember 

that I came from the classroom. So often I have heard teachers criticize support staff and 

accuse them of forgetting what the real world of the classroom is like. I don’t want to fall 

into that category. 

As part of the professional development aspect of the meeting, coaches were 

encouraged to have courageous conversations with staff, to ask them thought-provoking 
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questions to help them clarify their thinking. They were reminded that they were not 

there to judge a teacher, evaluate a teacher or take over a class. The key phrase for 

coaches to remember was that they are in positions of influence, not power. Powerful 

words indeed! 

Wednesday Afternoon  

School visit: This visit was as a result of a teacher request to work with a small 

number of students as they worked through a valuable online resource called Bitstrips For 

Schools. This software program allows students to create comic strips and can be adapted 

to any subject area at any grade level. The plan was that I would work with a small group 

who would, in turn, act as tutors for the rest of the class during computer time in the 

school lab. I was able to work with the students at the back of the room, using a 

combination of classroom computers and netbooks. Some of the students had had 

experience with Bitstrips before. Some of them had not. It was amazing to observe the 

ease with which the students adapted to the software. I watched students collaborate (how 

did you do that? where did you find that? does anyone know how to ..?) and work co-

operatively to complete a simple example of a comic strip to show their classmates. All 

were focused. All were engaged. Each product was unique. I also had a chance to chat 

with a few of the students and gain a greater understanding of each individual as I asked 

them to explain the decisions they had made. It was an afternoon well spent. 

Thursday Morning 

School visit: I went back to the classroom to actually set up the videoconferencing 

equipment and determine the best camera position, change the internal settings on the 

camera itself, and test out the Internet connection. I was a little worried about the sound 
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capabilities of the mounted projector we had provided through the Ed Tech initiative. I 

wasn’t certain we would be able to feed the sound through both the camera and the 

projector, having had issues with that in the past. I was able to establish a solid video 

connection to the bridging site before the students arrived. Things seemed to work well, 

once the settings were changed on the camera. The test call had been rescheduled for 

Friday afternoon so I dismantled the equipment and set off to another meeting. 

Thursday Afternoon 

The rest of the day was spent working on the creation of interactive links for the 

board document we were developing to deal with questions regarding digital citizenship. 

This one page document, entitled “Protect and Respect,” had been months in 

development and involved input from various focus groups within the board. Its purpose 

was to outline the board’s expectations regarding digital citizenship and the acceptable 

use of technology. The Ed Tech team, including myself and some of our eLearning 

teachers, were asked to develop an online version of the document with curriculum links 

imbedded. 

Friday Morning 

Today I had a meeting with a teacher who was returning to work after a medical 

leave. For the most part, initial contact with teachers in the Ed Tech initiative is made 

through a group training session as professional development inservice. However, as part 

of my responsibilities to support teachers, I sometimes have opportunity to meet 

individual teachers in order to introduce them to the Ed Tech initiative and personally 

provide them with their own netbook, carrying bag and laptop speakers. This morning’s 

session allowed me to work individually with an amazing teacher. I was able to provide 
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her with her own equipment, give her a basic overview of the board initiative, as well as 

an overview of the software provided as a resource for her literacy program. More 

importantly, I had a chance to have a philosophical discussion with her regarding her 

goals for her own learning and for her students. It was so encouraging to see a teacher so 

committed to meeting the needs of her students. She spoke with passion as she described 

the circumstances which many of her students dealt with on a daily basis. Yet she refused 

to accept the possibility that her students would remain within those circumstances for 

the rest of their lives. Here was a teacher who was willing to do whatever it took to give 

her students hope. I believe I saw her true self that day and I felt honoured to be working 

with her. 

Friday Afternoon 

This afternoon was the test call for the videoconference. My fears were realized in 

that we were unable to get the sound to work through the camera and projector setup.  

However, we did manage an alternative solution. Since our Special Education classes 

have some students who would not benefit from the use of netbooks in their classrooms, 

the trustees agreed to allow us to deviate from the original plans and provide an iPad for 

each self-contained class. Because these devices are not supported by IT, it falls to the Ed 

Tech team to provide teacher and student support for those devices. Fortunately, I 

happened to have my board purchased iPad with me and, also fortunately, the software 

app I downloaded worked perfectly during our test call. We were able to reroute the 

sound through the iPad and have a solid picture at the same time. I felt better knowing 

that we had a workable solution should the connection with the camera fail during the 

actual videoconference. 
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Lessons Learned and 21
st
 Century Literacies 

In order to determine my current place within the context of 21
st
 century learning, 

as mentioned previously, I turned to the self-evaluation rubric developed by Nussbaum-

Beach and Ritter-Hall (2012). I identified the lessons I had learned throughout the week 

and used the general categories provided to classify each lesson. Then I used the ranking 

scale to determine my overall skill level for each competency. A lower overall composite 

score indicated the areas where I needed to improve my practice. The highest score 

possible for each category was 16.   

Literacy 1: Facilitate and Inspire Learning and Creativity  

 Description: I can use my knowledge of subject matter, teaching and learning, and 

technology to facilitate experiences that advance learning, creativity, and innovation in 

both face-to-face and virtual environments. This includes student and teacher 

development of skills such as critical thinking and problem solving, communication and 

collaboration, and building relationships with others to pose and solve problems 

collaboratively and cross-culturally. I am also able to help learners develop literacies 

relevant to participatory culture such as play (the capacity to experiment with one’s 

surroundings as a form of problem solving), performance (the ability to adopt alternative 

identities for the purpose of improvisation and discovery), and simulation—the ability to 

interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world processes (Nussbaum-Beach & 

Ritter-Hall, 2012, pp. 14-15).  

 Lessons learned: 

  When working with technology, it is absolutely vital that you take the time for a 

dry run, even if you are convinced everything will work well. Today we had to 
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work around having only one electrical outlet available. The school was in an 

older building, constructed at a time when electrical outlets were a luxury, not a 

necessity. The teacher and I had to be creative and resourceful to figure out a way 

to overcome this. Precious time would have been wasted the day of the actual 

videoconference if we had not tried things first. (Day 4, a.m.) 

 You need to be able to problem-solve and be creative when dealing with 

technology. If one solution doesn’t work, you might end up having to try several 

alternatives before you find one that works. 21
st
 century learners think outside the 

box. (Day 4, a.m.) 

 Just as my colleague believes she can make a difference and positively impact her 

school climate, I also need to believe that I can make a difference. I need to 

remind myself to focus on the positive, to celebrate small steps that will 

ultimately lead to positive change. I need to be a champion for hope. (Day 5, a.m.) 

 Be innovative and always be prepared for the unexpected. In the world of 

technology, devices will fail. Connections will break. When they do, don’t panic. 

Keep a level head, work together and a solution will be found. Risk taking and 

21
st
 century learning go hand in hand. Be bold, be brave, move forward. (Day 5, 

p.m.) 

Literacy 2: Design and Develop Digital-Age Learning Experiences and Assessments 

Description: I can design, develop, and evaluate authentic learning experiences 

and assessments incorporating contemporary tools and resources to maximize content 

learning in context and to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for learning such 

as creativity, communication, and critical thinking. I am aware of and can teach 
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contemporary issues such as global awareness, financial, economic, business, and 

entrepreneurial literacy, civic literacy, health literacy, and environmental literacy. I also 

understand and can model the participatory skills of appropriation (the ability to 

meaningfully sample and remix media content) and distributed cognition—the ability to 

interact meaningfully with tools that expand mental capacities. (Nussbaum-Beach & 

Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 15) 

 Lessons learned: 

 Once again, I was reminded of my need to truly listen to each person and be 

sensitive to their starting point with respect to technology usage. In this particular 

case, the teacher became enthusiastic about the technology because it fulfilled a 

need for her—it provided a way for her to efficiently view a greater number of 

student slideshows because it was seamlessly integrated into the learning. 

Showing her the one small function of the projector changed her perception. She 

no longer viewed the projector as an expensive piece of technology that didn’t 

work.  Instead, she used it effectively as a tool that allowed her to better hear and 

understand her students’ voices. (Day 2, a.m.) 

 In my conversation with the student, I thought about intrinsic versus extrinsic 

motivation. Technology, like any other tool, is simply that—it’s a tool. If a 

student is not engaged in the task at hand, the simple addition of a computer or 

another piece of technology will not make a difference. Upon further reflection, I 

realized that when I was attempting to integrate technology in the classroom at the 

time of my “critical incident,” I was still trying to impose control over my 

students. I was still trying to direct their learning, rather than invite them to share 
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in the learning. I just wasn’t standing at the front of the class delivering a lecture.  

No wonder my student wasn’t impressed. I hadn’t invited him to learn. I had 

demanded it. (Day 2, p.m.) 

 I was reminded of the importance of providing open-ended tasks for our learners. 

In this case, the students were asked to create a simple four-framed comic strip 

which they could use as a teaching tool for their classmates. I gave a really quick 

tutorial about the format of the website and let the students explore. At the end of 

the afternoon, all felt they knew enough to be able to demonstrate the program to 

their classmates. (Day 3, p.m.) 

Literacy 3: Model Digital Age Work and Learning 

Description: Connected learners exhibit knowledge, skills, and work processes 

representative of an innovative professional in a global and digital society. This includes 

proficiency with the tools of technology; the ability to manage, analyze, and synthesize 

multiple streams of simultaneous information; the ability to scan one’s environment and 

shift focus as needed to salient details; skill in transmedia navigation (the ability to follow 

the flow of stories and information across multiple modalities); as well as evidence of the 

dispositions of flexibility and adaptability, initiative and self-direction, and productivity 

and accountability. (Nussbaum-Beach & Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 16) 

 Lessons learned: 

 With 21
st
 century learning, you don’t have to be an expert. I certainly was not. I 

knew some of the basics of the software but the students and I learned together.  

There was no posturing of “I’m the teacher, you’re the student.” We were simply 

co-learners. I believe that is what is often lacking in our classrooms. Too often, as 
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adults, we believe we need to know everything about technology before we use it.  

It’s time to be honest, to admit that it is impossible to know everything about 

everything, and learn alongside our students. (Day 3, p.m.) 

Literacy 4: Promote and Model Digital Citizenship and Responsibility 

Description: Connected learners understand local and global societal issues and 

responsibilities in an evolving digital culture and exhibit legal and ethical behavior in 

their professional practices. They also attend to the ethical responsibilities these complex 

environments require. Connected learners are able to apply digital judgment—the ability 

to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information sources. (Nussbaum-

Beach & Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 16) 

 Lessons learned: 

 We need to keep clear lines of communication open between IT and the schools.  

If my role involves bridging the huge divide between world of IT and the world of 

the educator, I need to make certain I communicate with both groups so each 

knows and values the contributions of the other. (Day 1, a.m.) 

 There are almost as many resources available to teach digital citizenship as there 

are ways to define it. That was not news to me. However, the message clearly 

stated in every resource that I examined that afternoon was as follows: we cannot 

assume that our students know and understand the risks associated with 

participation in online activities. The more I researched, the more aware I became 

of our responsibility, as educators, to explicitly teach our students how to become 

critical consumers in the techno world. Perhaps a greater responsibility rests on 

the shoulders of Ed Tech teachers like me. After all, we are advocating for the use 
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of educational technology. We must be diligent to educate ourselves, as well as 

our teachers, and go beyond the message of “don’t cyberbully.” We cannot shirk 

our responsibilities or assume that our students already know how to be safe 

online. I believe our board’s Protect and Respect document will provide starting 

point for discussion and I am pleased to be part of its development. (Day 4, p.m.) 

Literacy #5: Engage in Professional Growth and Leadership 

 Description: Connected learners continuously improve their professional practice, 

model lifelong learning, and exhibit leadership in their school and professional 

community by promoting and demonstrating the effective use of digital tools and 

resources. They understand how to network (the ability to search for, synthesize, and 

disseminate information); negotiate (the ability to travel across diverse communities, 

discerning and respecting multiple perspectives, and grasping and following alternative 

norms); and develop collective intelligence (the ability to pool knowledge and compare 

notes with others toward a common goal). (Nussbaum-Beach & Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 17) 

 Lessons learned: 

 It is absolutely essential that we build on the knowledge gained from past 

experiences. Today, we had a discussion regarding a piece of software available 

to us. As it turned out, several years ago the same discussions had taken place 

when the software was first released. At one point, Federation had become 

involved due to some concerns over privacy. If we had proceeded without a 

discussion with our friends in IT, there would have been huge negative 

implications. For myself, I need to listen to all voices, especially those with lived 
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experiences, when I am trying to support within the school culture. Every voice, 

including those I perceive to be negative, must be heard. (Day 1, a.m.) 

 I am learning to have confidence in my own abilities to learn, to adapt, to grow as 

a person and as a professional. (Day 1, p.m.) 

 I must continue to remain flexible with regards to my schedule and maintain an 

open mind. Even when I think I know what a teacher wants to learn, that might 

not necessarily be what they need for that moment. (Day 2, a.m.) 

 I need to continue to give myself permission to be human and make mistakes. 

Although I was upset and felt ashamed for making such a horrid mistake, I 

accepted that. I didn’t think I was a failure as I would have in the past. I 

acknowledged my mistake and was honest in my dealings with both the teachers 

involved and the secretary. (Day 2, p.m.) 

 Positions of influence, not power: That phrase continually resonates with me. I 

believe that to be my role as well. I am blessed with a unique opportunity to 

influence the climate in which teachers and students learn together. My influence 

will be a positive one, so long as I remain true to myself. I cannot allow my 

passion for learning with technology to overwhelm a teacher. Yet, at the same 

time, I would be doing a huge disservice to students if I don’t have those 

courageous discussions that challenge the negative attitudes which so often 

permeate the learning environments. Influence, not power. (Day 3, a.m.) 

Composite Scores 

Once I categorized the lessons I had identified from my observations and 

reflections, I proceeded to use the rating score (Nussbaum-Beach & Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 
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14) and followed the same process for each literacy to help me determine an overall 

composite score for each. For each literacy, a set of four subtasks is identified. These 

subtasks provided me with example of how each of the literacies could be applied in the 

daily practice of any educator. I ranked each, on a scale of 0 to 4, with 0 representing 

“not at this time” and 4 representing “outstanding.” I followed the guideline provided for 

each descriptor of rankings and added up each individual score in order to assign a 

composite score for each literacies. My composite scores were as follows: 

 Literacy 1: Facilitate and inspire learning and creativity: 11 

 Literacy 2: Design and develop digital-age learning experiences and 

assessments: 10 

 Literacy 3: Model digital-age work and learning: 9 

 Literacy 4: Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility: 12 

 Literacy 5: Engage in professional growth and leadership: 9 

 As I reflected on my scores and identified areas of strength in my practice, I 

began to notice a pattern emerging. In each literacy, my scores were the strongest when 

the task focused on the modeling and support of 21
st
 century learning, the teaching of 

specific technology skills, or required adaptive teaching in order to meet the needs of 

diverse learners. My scores were the lowest when the examples indicated a need for me 

to show my authentic self to either my colleagues locally or globally. For example, in the 

first literacy, I placed myself in the top scoring category when asked to “promote, 

support, and model creative and innovative thinking and inventiveness” but scored 

substantially lower when the task required me to “promote reflection using collaborative 

tools to reveal and clarify learners’ conceptual understanding and thinking, planning, and 
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creative processes” (Nussbaum-Beach & Ritter-Hall, 2012, p. 15). The remaining four 

literacies showed a similar pattern of results. 

Findings 

As I examine the data in front of me, what can I learn about myself? After all, 

these numbers are just that—numbers. For me, they have value as indicators of overall 

strength with respect to 21
st
 century literacies. They also indicate areas where I need to 

improve. In both the categories involving learning and professional growth (Literacies 3 

and 5), as I examined the subsets of skills, I discovered that I ranked highest when I 

identified skills working with others and lowest when I had to identify areas for my own 

professional growth. I am, after all, a beginning teacher-practitioner-researcher. I am not, 

however, the connected educator identified by Nussbaum-Beach and Ritter-Hall (2012). 

Although I am learning to become a reflective educator, I am still hesitant to share those 

reflections in a more public forum. I have discovered my next step. I have realized that, 

in order to improve my own practice, I need to become the connected learner described 

by Nussbaum-Beach and Ritter-Hall:  

Connected learners develop networks and coconstruct knowledge from wherever 

they live. Connected learners collaborate online, use social media to interact with 

colleagues around the globe, engage in conversations in safe online spaces and 

bring back to their classrooms, schools, and districts. (p. 18)  

For me, 21
st
 century learning is a mindset; it embodies all aspects of learning right now, 

in the present, building on ideas from the past and looking ahead with hope for the future. 

Twenty-first century learners are critical thinkers who look for creative solutions to real-

world issues. Twenty-first century learners engage in discussions with others from around 
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the world—anytime, anywhere, and with anyone using a variety of technical devices. 

Twenty-first century learners are courageous individuals who dare to think outside the 

conventional schools of thought and, according to Muncey (2010) “challenge the power 

of the dominant discourse” (p. 89). My personal research will not end with the conclusion 

of this paper. This is my first step on a new path—the path of collaboration and 

connectedness. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: “TWO ROADS” 

I begin this chapter with a fitting excerpt from Robert Frost’s (1916/2004) poem 

The Road Not Taken:  

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler, long I stood 

And looked down as far as I could 

To where it bent in the undergrowth … 

 Two roads. One road leads along the path I have always taken, the comfortable 

route. Its path is well-defined, the way is clear. The second road is less traveled, has 

visible rocks and potholes, and is overgrown, almost impassible. To travel the second 

road would be the greater challenge and involve the most personal risk. This is where my 

journey began. This is the place to which I have returned. I have learned so much about 

myself, about acceptance, about determination, about self-worth. I have looked at myself 

through the lens of self-study and my research has lead me back to my beginnings—back 

to finding my place within the world of education, within the human race.  

There have been limitations to this study. I am only one voice. My experiences 

have been unique and cannot be replicated or duplicated to offer any kind of quantitative 

validity. I have been the researcher. I have been the interpreter. I have been the learner. 

It has, after all, been a self-study. Ultimately, only one question remains. What are my 

findings? What did I ultimately discover? 

I have discovered that I truly am a unique individual and I have come to embrace 

that quality of uniqueness. I have learned how to become more reflective. I have learned 
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to value each experience, even those that cause personal discomfort because through 

those experiences, I am better able to articulate what matters most to me. I have 

discovered that I do have a place in the 21
st
 century world of education and that I truly do 

exemplify the qualities of the 21
st
 century learner. Through the use of the self-evaluation 

rubric, I have been able to identify areas for my own improvement. While I model and 

support creative thinking, I seldom share my own personal reflections in a public forum. 

Nor do I encourage others to do so. Herein lies the challenge. I believe my next path will 

lead me into the online world of global collaboration as I strive to share my own 

reflections and learn to become authentic within the digital world as well.   

I am not the same person who started this process 2 years ago. One of my 

colleagues recently sent me an email with the following message:   

Thanks again for today, Norma. Your passion, dedication, and commitment to 21
st
 

century learning continues to breathe life into our mandate as 21
st
 century 

educators. Watching your evolution over the past two years has been remarkable. 

I still remember how nervous and anxious you were on the day of the interview. 

Today, your sphere of influence continues to expand and subsequently enhances 

the fabric of our school. (J. Atanas, personal communication, 2012)  

I will take the less traveled path. I will face its challenges. I will go where it takes me, 

knowing that my place in this world is wherever I find myself to be at this exact moment 

in time—wherever that may be. For right now, my place is with my board, in the field of 

education, as Itinerant Teacher of Educational Technology, exactly where I need to be. 

At the outset of this paper, I stated that my ultimate purpose in sharing my story 

was to challenge others to examine their own practice and find the courage to join their 
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students in a new world of education where teachers and students learn together.  I would 

like to offer a new definition of courage for the 21
st
 century educator:  

C: Challenge your own thinking. When that disorienting dilemma occurs, make 

 use of the opportunity to re-examine your own assumptions.   

O: Take an objective stance. Ask yourself- what can I learn about myself, about  

 others, about the needs of my students. 

U: Understand that this is not an easy task and that transformation does not occur  

 overnight.   

R: Reflect. Honestly reflect. Look at the data that surrounds you. What do the  

 data tell you? Do you need to do some additional reading? Do you need   

 to plan for additional learning? Do you need to have a courageous    

 conversation with a colleague? 

A: Adapt and adjust. Do you need to alter your teaching practice? Do you need  

 to adopt an alternative mindset? 

G: Give yourself time—time to process, time to adjust, time to make the changes you 

believe are necessary for you to improve your practice. 

E: Encourage others to engage in the cycle of reflective practice and share your  

 experiences.  

Yes, I am living proof that an old dog can learn new tricks. Look for me online. Let’s 

learn together: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 

I took the one less traveled by,  

And that has made all the difference.  (Frost, 1916/2004) 
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